Abstract. How could one estimate the total number of clicks a new advertisement could potentially receive in the current market? This question, called the click volume estimation problem is investigated in this paper. This constitutes a new research direction for advertising engines. We propose a model of computing an estimation of the click volume. A key component of our solution is the application of linear regression to a large (but sparse) data set. We propose an iterative method in order to achieve a fast approximation of the solution. We prove that our algorithm always converges to optimal parameters of linear regression. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time when linear regression is considered in such a large scale context.
Introduction
In general, an advertising engine (AE) (1) maintains a database of advertisements, (2) receives ad requests "some person is accessing some media", and (3) returns several ads that are most relevant to this request. Google AdWords, Yahoo! Search Marketing, and Microsoft adCenterare the most prominent advertising engines for sponsored search. Google AdSenseis an example of an AE for contextual advertisements. Finally, the Amazon.com recommendation system [8] is a particular case for an e-commerce recommendations AE. We expect that specialized advertising engines will be introduced very soon for blogspace, social networks, computer games and virtual reality, and even supermarket bills.
In this paper we start a new research direction for advertising engines. Consider the following question: How could one estimate the total number of clicks a new advertisement can potentially receive in the current market? We call this the click volume estimation problem and use CV (a) to denote the click volume of an advertisement a. Knowledge about advertisements (the ad space), requests for ads (the request space), and historical information can be used to calculate an estimation of CV (a). The click volume estimation problem has not yet been investigated in the literature to the best of our knowledge.
The same ad to all ad requests click click click
There are plenty of reasons to be interested in the click volume of an ad. Let's consider some of them.
-Maintainers of advertising engines might wish to understand how many clicks they can (approximately) sell for any given advertisement. Click volume information can be useful for setting optimal prices. -The click volume can measure the current effectiveness of advertising engines. -Advertising engines might use different strategies for the cases when the click volume is smaller than the demand from advertisers and when it is larger. In the latter case an AE can skip some ad request even if advertisers mark it as belonging to their target group. -The real goal of an AE is to recognize the whole interested audience for the given ad and to display it only to these people. Hence, estimating the volume of that audience is the first step towards the recognition problem. -Using click volume estimation, an advertiser can predict the necessary resources needed to cover a given fraction of market. -Comparison of overall click volume and click volume restricted to the target subspace of ad requests provides a kind of "target coverage" value. It can help advertisers to understand whether their target description is good enough. -Assuming we have a purchase history table. Then applying similar techniques we can estimate the purchase market for a new product.
Results. This paper is the first step towards setting a formal definition of click volume and constructing efficient algorithms for computing reliable CV estimations. Our main contributions are (1) a general model of an advertising engine and its history table, (2) a methodology for calculating the click volume using linear regression, (3) a fast iterative algorithm for solving the linear regression problem on large and sparse data sets based on [11, 18] , (4) a complexity bound for one round of iterations, and (5) a proof of convergence for the algorithm. Finally, we pose a series of open problems and suggest directions for further research in Section 4. Let us describe our solution for the click volume problem in an informal way. We take a history table and transform it into the list of pairs: event vector, empirical value of click-through rate. Here, an event vector characterizes a displayed ad, an ad request and their relationship. It belongs to a high dimensional euclidian space, but only few of its components are nonzero. We make an assumption that the click-through rate (more precisely, logit of click-through rate) can be calculated as a scalar product between the event vector and some unknown vector α. Then we have to find the α that minimizes the prediction error over the whole history table. This is a well-known linear regression problem. Unfortunately, classical methods, like direct method and SVD-based method [15] are infeasible in our settings. As far as we know, all previous algorithms have time complexity Ω(mn) where mn is the size of underlying matrix. In order to get better complexity, we have to use the sparseness of the underlying matrix.
In essence, we need just to compute the projection of one vector to the linear hull of some family of sparse vectors. While solving systems of linear equations and computing eigenvectors are well studied in sparse settings [13] , no particular method was suggested for the projection problem. In this paper we propose an iterative algorithm based on componentwise descent method [18] . In [18] only one component of the current approximation is updated in every turn. Inspired by the sequential minimal optimizations method [11] used for training support vector machines, we make a modification to componentwise descent method. That is, we calculate the optimal shift value analytically. We show that shift computation is linear just to the number of nonzero components of the corresponding term vector.
In this paper we just start the investigation of solving the large scale regression problem on sparse data. But we are convinced that this method can find much more applications in web computing than just click volume estimation.
Related research. The algorithm for predicting the click-through rate in [12] was the main inspiration source for our research. However, there are some important differences. In [12] the click-through rate (hence, click volume) is estimated for all ads shown for a given search term (ad request in our terminology). We present a solution for the dual problem: fixing an ad and assuming that it is displayed on all ad requests. Moreover, we estimate the click through rate for any pair of ad and ad request. In our case the problem of insufficient history can not be solved solely by the assumption that two content-similar ads have a similar click volume. Indeed, a collection "ad-to-ad-request" is far from the completeness for every ad and even for every ad cluster. Next, we present a model which captures various industrial solutions at the same time, while [12] addresses only sponsored search technology.
Let us compare our regression based solution with other possible approaches. For every newcomer event vector one can locate the nearest events from our history table and use their click-through rates as the basis of estimation. However, the nearest neighbors algorithms either are two slow [6] , or use assumptions that clearly do not hold [17] for our case. Alternatively, one can, for example, treat ads as people, ad requests as books and empirical click-through rates as ratings. Than we can apply the well developed theory of collaborative filtering [10] . Unfortunately, one needs at least few appearances of the newcomer ad in the history table to apply this method. Also, collaborative filtering does not use term similarity between ads and ad requests.
We refer to the papers [4, 16] for a general introduction to sponsored search. Algorithms for optimal ad choosing are constructed in [9] . Auction design for sponsored search is well presented in [3, 5] . Many open problems around advertising engines were posed on the SSA'06 panel discussion [1] . Finally, various versions of similarity for search terms (i.e. ad requests in our terminology) are investigated in the paper [2] .
Basic Model: Advertising Engine and History Table
The general setting discussed in this paper is an advertising engine which, given some historical information about placing advertisements and a new advertisement from an advertiser, has to estimate the number of clicks (click volume) this new ad would get over a certain period of time. Let's define our notation.
Let A be the set of all advertisements. By convention we denote elements of A by a and its subscripted versions. Let a new ∈ A denote the advertisement whose click volume will be estimated. In principle an element of A might be defined by several properties like the content of the advertisement (for example text with a link and a phone number), a target audience description, some keywords describing the ad, and so on. However, all we assume here is that an ad is represented by a vector of reals. For example, an entry of a might denote the membership of the ad in some property where 1 means that a has that property and 0 means that a does not have that property.
Furthermore, we need a notion of ad request. The AE is contacted every time a person is contacting some media (in most cases websites). Let R be the set of all ad requests whose elements are denoted by r and its subscripted versions in the following. Requests, like advertisements, could be described by a number of parameters like a person (or rather IP address), media (for example a search web page), and an action (for example an entered search query). But again, all we require is r being a vector of reals, like advertisements.
Advertisements and requests together form an exposition event. An event should be represented by features of the advertisement (for example, keywords, language, target group), features of the ad request (for example, location, search phrase), and the relation between ad and ad request (for example, whether or not the language of the ad is spoken at the location the request came from). Let us assume that an event is represented as a vector such that each component denotes whether or not that event possesses that feature. Let E denote the set of all events. Given an ad a and a request r, let e(a, r) denote the event representing the ad, the ad request, and the relation between them.
The data we use for our estimation of the click volume is called history table over E × {0, 1} where (e(a, r), b) denotes an advertisement a shown on ad request r which received a click if b = 1 and no click if b = 0. Let us fix an arbitrary history table HT with n entries for the rest of this paper. We have HT = (e(a 1 , r 1 ), b 1 ), (e(a 2 , r 2 ), b 2 ), . . . , (e(a n , r n ), b n ) . We can visualize the history table as a set of + and − symbols in the table whose columns correspond to ads and rows correspond to ad request. Actually every cell represents the set of all possible unique exposition events that are observed at the same pair (a, r). Our history table is a collection of "click-occurrence" values on some points in the table. We want to stress here that there is an important difference between columns and rows. Namely, in our history ad requests are taken randomly from standard daily (weekly, annual) distribution. But ads were chosen by the advertising engine and they are by no means random. Typically, for every row our history covers only few cells. Therefore, we can assume that only a linear (more precisely, proportional to the number of all requests) number of cells is covered by the history.
The click volume CV (a) is the total number of clicks over a fixed period of time (for example one week) that we would expect for a to get if shown at all ad requests taken from the same distribution as in HT . The click-through rate is a standard term for internet advertising. We recall it in the setting of our model. Given an event e the click-through rate (CTR) CTR(e) is the ratio between the number of clicks for e and the total number of times e occurs (impressions), or in other words, the probability that a is clicked on in conjunction with the ad request r when e = e(a, r).
Reduction to the Regression Problem
The history table HT records for each event e either a click or no click. What we really want to know, though, is the probability of an event being clicked, that is, we need the actual CTR of e. The CTR of an event can in principle be calculated from the number of times e occurs in HT and the number of times when e received a click. However, this simple approach does not work well, since most of the vectors in HT are unique.
The history table HT is assumed to be our given input. Although it is a natural way to present the input data, it is not suitable for calculating the click volume of a new ad quickly. Therefore, HT is pre-processed. The first step in the pre-processing phase is a dimensionality reduction of HT . There exist a number of different approaches to reduce the dimensionality of E; see [14] for a survey. We suggest dimensionality reduction by some term extraction method, for example term clustering. Latent semantic indexing is another method for term extraction. However, we do not suggest latent semantic indexing here since it will turn out that sparseness of the event vector set is a desired property for applying the linear regression method to our problem as suggested below; see the next section in particular. Let us assume that DR denotes the dimensionality reduction function of our choice, that is, DR(e) denotes the event derived from e by reducing its dimensionality.
The function DR is now used to transform the history table HT into a reduced history table RHT . Firstly, we replace every entry (e, b) of the history table HT by (DR(e), b), and secondly, all entries (e , b 1 ), . . . , (e , b k ) of the same reduced event e are combined to one entry (e , b ) where b denotes the click through rate ( 1≤i≤k b i )/k for e . Let the set of all reduced events in RHT be denoted by a matrix T and the set of all click through rates by a vector β, that is RHT = T β.
Given an event e new , the problem of estimating the click through rate of e new can be formulated as the problem of fitting the function that relates reduced events to their click through rate. The linear regression analysis is a standard method for curve fitting where a linear function is used to describe the relation between two variables; in our case, these are reduced events and click through rate.
However, it is not guarantied that the function resulting from the linear regression analysis yields a value between 0 and 1 for e new . To avoid this problem, we apply a one-to-one mapping from [0, 1] to [−∞, +∞] to all click through rate values in RHT . Such a mapping is for example logit where logit(p) = log(p/(1 − p)). Let now γ = logit(β), and we perform a linear regression analysis on T γ. The regression analysis yields a vector α such that T α − γ is minimal, that is, α approximates the relation between reduced events and the (logit of the) click through rate such that the sum of the quadratic error of all entries is minimal. The click through rate of e new is now estimated by logit −1 (α · DR(e new )), that is (1) the dimensionality of e new is reduced, (2) this reduced event is combined with α, and (3) the resulting value is mapped into the interval [0, 1] by logit −1 . We would like to know the sum of all clicks a new ad a new should get when exposed to all requests of the history (for a given time period). That is, a query consists of an ad a new which needs to be combined with all requests in HT . We get the following formula.
CV (a new ) = 1≤i≤n logit −1 (α · DR(e(a new , r i )))
All these steps are summarized in the following methodology.
Methodology for Click Volume Estimation
Pre-processing: 1. Dimensionality reduction of E, e.g. by term clustering 2. Calculation of RHT = T γ 3. Approximate calculation of α such that (αT )−γ is minimal (see next section) Query: Calculate CV (a new ) = 1≤i≤n logit −1 (α · DR(e(a new , r i )))
Solving the Large Scale Regression Problem
The methodology of estimating the click volume of a new of the previous section employs the linear regression analysis for calculating CV (a new ). Consider the history table entries of reduced dimensionality, let e = DR(e(a new , r i )). The direct calculation of parameters of linear regression requires inverting a huge and non-sparse matrix. Since we assume to work with large data sets and under strict time constraints this method is not available to us. Instead, we suggest an alternative method to estimate α which is iteratively approximating the optimal solution and which also has good convergence properties for sparse settings as the ones we consider for click volume. Intuitively, α is learned by using the reduced history table as a training set.
